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H2AI U 1GS ON NOf.THZP.N IFELANu 
TESTIMONY OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EUROPE 

FOR P£LEASE 9:~0 A.M., FEBRUARY 28, .1972 

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to have the opportunity to appear before 
you and the other members of the Subcommittee this mornin3 as you begin 
these important hearings on the crisis in Northern Ireland. 

The long and tragic Irish history is familiar to almost all Americans. 
For centuries, goin3 back even beyond the settlement of the American 
colonies, Ireland has endured killing and violence, religious con
flict and civil war. For hundreds of years, Ireland has seemed an 
incurable and interminable plague on Britain, destined to bring con
stant turmoil to unending generations of British and Irish people and 
their leaders. 

We know that our own century has seen its full share of the terrible 
death and destruction brought by Britain's inability to deal fairly 
and justly with the people of Ireland. Half a century a3o, the world 
witnessed the trau~atic upheaval and bloodshed that gave birth to the 
cruel experiment of partition. Now, a new chapter of violence and 
terror is being written in the history of Ireland, written on the 
front pages of every newspaper in the world, written in the blood of a 
new generation of Irish men and women and children. And once again, 
the people of Ireland are back at the forefront of history's greatest 
movement. They have joined the search in earnest for the only goal that 
really matters to people on earth, the search for which countless 
millions have died since history began, the search for human freedom 
and for liberty under God. 

There are those who say that America should stand silent now in the 
face of the daily killing and brutality that is taking place in 
Northern Ireland, just as America stood silent over Bangladesh in the 
face of weeks and months of some of the worst cruelty and repression 
in the history of the world. 

I do not agree, and I ~o not think that most Americans agree. Our 
duty, our heritage, as citizens in a nation that has been the star 
of liberty in the world for two centuries, require us to speak out. 
Here I neither Catholic n0r of' Irish heritage, I \'10uld feel compelled to protest 
against the killing and violence in Northern Ireland, just as I have 
protested at other times in my years in the Senate aeainst the killi~~ 
and violence in other parts of the world, in areas like Vietnam, 
Biafra, the Middle East, and Bangladesh. 

The rising concern in Congress and the nation today over the violence 
in Ulster is a brieht new chapter in the lon8 and distinguished record 
of America's concern for human rights and equal "ustice in Ireland. 
Two hundred years ago, the Irish played a major role in securing the 
independence of the American colonies, a role acknowledged often by 
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4t George Washington and our other great early patriots. 
natural, during the following century, that the Irish 
their own self-government attracted wide sympathy and 
new American nation. 

And so, it was 
struggle for 
support in the 

Throughout our history, and especially in perfuds of intensifyin3 
violence in Ireland, Resolutionshave been introduced in both Houses 
of Congress supporting the cause of Irish freedom. The platforms of 
both the Democratic and Republican parties in 1888 gave strong en
couragement to the historic Home Rule campaicn for Ireland led by 
Gladstone and Parnell at the time. Late~ in the violence surrounding 
the Easter P.ebellion in 1916 and the subsequent guerrilla war, 
Congress led the way in urging I-loodrow Wilson to use the good offices 
of the United States to ease the crisis. Responding to the view of 
Congress and an American public outraged by the violence and brutality 
of that day, President Wilson took frequent and substantial steps to 
urge the Government of Britain to end the violence and achieve a 
peaceful settlement. 

Perhaps the high wat<::!r· mark of American concern in the 'I\.1enties was 
the formation of the prestigious Committee of One Hundred Fifty on 
Conditions in Ireland, a private eroup of distineuished Americans 
established by the New Yorl~ Nation to investigate the situation in 
Ireland at the hei~ht of the violence fifty years ago. From its 
members, the Committee elected a smaller Commission to conduct a pub
lic inquiry, led by Jane Addams, the famous socioloeist of Hull House 
in Chicago, Senator George Norris of Nebraska, and Senator David 
l.Valsh of Massachusetts, a man whose Senate seat I hold today. 

The Commission held 14 days of public hearines in tl!ashington in the 
winter of 1920-21. It heard 41 witnesses, almost half of whom nad 
come from Ireland to tell first hand about the violence and repression. 
The hearin3s and the Commission's subsequent report had enormous im
pact in mobilizing American public opinion. The vivid descriptions of 
cruelty and violence brouP,ht home to ?eo~le throu~hout the country the 
awful horror of events in Ireland, and were an important influence 
leading toward the subsequent settlement of the conflict. As the 
Manchester Guardian commented in Eneland a t: ' ·h e ~·· ime: 

"One can only read the report tl1ith a kind of helpless rage. 
A few leaders in Britain have landed us in the dock, 
without a defense, before the conscience of mankind. 11 

And so, these co1mnittee hearings today follow in a long line of 
important precedents demonstrating the concern of Congress and the 
nation for the cause of Irish freedom. The United States has a role to 
play, and I commend the members of this Subcommittee fo1 acting now to 
bring the situation in Northern Ireland to the attention of the 
American people. 

In licht of these important precedents, it is fair to ask, why is 
the Administration still so silent over Ulster? Why does it abdicate 
its responsibility to let the official voice of America speak out to 
end the killine? A few weeks aeo, in the controversy over Britain's 
base on Malta, America t-7as not so silent. We did not hesitate to 
intervene. The Administration was quick to prod the British then, 
w~en a few square miles of an obsolete island base of no military 
significance were at stalce. ltJhy is it so slow to act on Ulster now, 
where basic human rights and the lives of innocent people are in the 
balance? 

Ineeed, if one is needed, the Administration could easily find a 
military rationale for action on the Ulster issue. We mve a Naval 
Communications Station in Northern Ireland today that em~loys 300 
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4t U. S. Navy personnel and 150 Ulster citizens. It is located on the 
outskirts of Londonderry, near the Bogside, so that the potential for 
its disruption by the violence is all too clear. In addition, the 
14,000 British troops now tied down in Ulster could be of obvious 
value in our effort to t·educe American troops in NATO through replace
ment by European forces. 

Moreover, as Dr. Patrick Hillery succinctly put it on his recent 
visit to Washin~ton, there could be no more r:ross intervention in the 
affairs of Ireland than the presence of British troops in Ulster. And, 
as we know,Britain has never been reticent to intervene on American 
issues. Indeed, the United States today would be partitioned into 
separate nations~ North and South, if Britain had had her way in our 
Civil War a century ago. 

More important on the issue of intervention, Ulster cannot fairly 
be called the internal affair of Britain. Not a day goes by without 
new evidence of the deep involvement of the Republic of Ireland in the 
crisis -- a separate and independent nation whose affairs and future 
are intimately bound up with the solution of the Ulster issue. We sent 
the aircraft carrier Enterprise to the Inclian Ocean last December, and 
we intervened in o~her ways to try to tilt the balance between Indian 
and Pakistan, two nations with whom we have had long and friendly ties. 
But by some cruel irony today, we are unwillin.3 even to mal~e our r:;ood 
offices available to mediate a crisis over Ulster that involves two of 
our closest friends, Britain and Iteland. 

In sum, America can play a useful and entirely proper role on 
Ulster, if only we have leaders with the compassion to act and the 
wisdom to see the way. There is ample precedent in history, law and 
logic for us to make our good officesavailable, and I hope that we 
shall be equal to the task. 

That is \-7hy I welcome these hearings today. It is long past time ·' 
for the Congress of the United States to go on record again, to take 
our stand on Ulster, to lend our voice ~o the effort to rally the con
science of the ~orld to the cause of peace and liberty. And so I hope 
that tlilis conunittee will consider the proposals before it fully, and 
report a measure that can bring a new call for reason and compassion 
on the Irish issue, and thereby move us farther along the road to 
peace. 

The measure that I favor is Senate F.esolutio n 130, which I cospon
sored with Senator Abe Pibicoff of Connecticut in the Senate last 
October, and which Congressman Hugh Carey of New York introduced on 
the same day in the House. Briefly, our resolution contains a number 
of principal provisions that I believe deserve immediate implementa
tion. 

AN END TO INTERNMENT 

First, there must be an end to the cruel and repressive policy of 
internment. i'1ore than six months have pas sed since internment was 
adopted, and the soarine daily toll of bloodshed, bullets, and bombing 
in Ulster is a continuing awful reminder of how wrong that policy was 
at its inception, hov1 ~n:-ong it is today, and how wrong it would be to 
allow it to continue. 

The daily heaclines tell us what Britain has done to Ulster, but we 
are only just beginning to realize what Ulster has done to Britain. It 
is fair to say, I think, that the launching of internment has brou3ht 
British justice to her lcnees. Only last Wednesday, we witnessed the 
sordid spectacle of the British Parliament in London, sittin~ in the 
darkest hours of the night, steamrollered into rushin~ midnight 
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4t legislation into law to reverse a dec1s1on by the High Court of 
Northern Ireland earlier that day,holding that British troops in 
Ulster had exceeded their authority under the constitution in carrying 
out their arrest, internment, and other otders. 

Day after day, week after week, month after month, the nation that 
gave Magna Carta and Habeas Corpus and Due Process to the world im
prisons hundreds of innocent citizens of Northern Ireland, without 
warrant, charge or trial, often on evidence of the rankest hearsay and 
deception, on erounds so spurious, so obsolete, and so discriminatory 
against the religious minority that they would be laughable, if the 
results were not so calamitous for the peace and people of Northern 
Ireland. 

The notion of detention without trial is an abomination to democra
tic nations throu3hout the world, and it oueht to be anathema to the 
British Government. Of all the 3reat traditions of American liberty, 
we are proudest, perhaps, of the tradition of Anglo-Saxon law and 
justice, handed down to us from the pillars of British juriprudence. 
And yet, by an historic irony, a far lessdrastic po!icy of preventive 
detention in the United States was instituted in the 
District of Columbia in recent years, but only after months of bitter 
cebate in Con3ress, and then only with safeguards to prevent the worst 
abuses. By contrast, Britain's far more outrageous internment policy 
in Ulster was launched in the dead of ni3ht last Aueust, without 
advance debate in Parliament, a quid pro quo, they say, for Brian 
Faulkner's agreement to ban the Oranse marches. The dec is ion \<Jas made 
without any notice at all, except the knock on the door in the dead of 
ni3ht in hundreds of Ulster homes, \·Jith the victi·ns chosen as thou;::;h 
by some cruel and irrational lottery and hauled away to places of 
detention that bore the hallmarks of concentration camps. 

The Protestants in Notthern Irelanr are fond of saying that Belfast 
is as British as Birmingham or Bristol, but does anyone doubt that if 
they tried to launch internment in Britain today, the Government itself 
would fall? 

And then, compoundine the crime of internment, we saw the early 
reports of how the prisoners were treated in the camps. Vle read the 
reports of torture in the camps with horror, as they described the 
efforts of British intelli3ence to learn the secrets of the IPA by 
methods no civilized people can countenance. 

On the heels of the first reports of torture we heard the outraged 
British denials. But many of the T11orst fears were con:iirmed in all but 
name by the report of the Compton Inquiry. Yes, said the Compton 
report, the prisoners were depriven of food and sleep. Yes, said the 
Report, the prisoners were spread-ea3led against a wall for up to 4g 
hours at a time. Yes, the prisoners were shrouded in heavy black 
hoods, to induce a sense of des~erate isolation. Yes, they were forced 
to suffer throush the intense loud hissins noise of machines designed 
to surpass human endurance. 

Acain and again, the Compton Report found the immoral and inhuman 
facts of torture. Yet, it wmitewashed their meanin3 by Alice-in
lvonderland logic, by obscure and hypocritical phrases that denied btu
tality artd spo!<e only of "ill treatment " and "deep interrogation, 11 

anJ by rhetoric that sought to JUStify obviously barbarous means by 
resort to a hi3her end. 

Over forty years ago, the distincuished American jurist, Louis 
Brandeis, dealt with the heart of the Compton ar3ument in these 
t.Jords : 
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e "Government is the potent, the omnipresent teacher. 
For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its 
example. Crime is contaeious. If the Government becomes 
a lawbreaker, it breeds comtempt for law: it invites 
every man to become a law unto himself; it invites 
anarchy. To declare that in the administration of the 
criminal law the end justifies the means -- to declare 
that the Government may commit crimes in order to secure 
the conviction of a private criminal -- would brine 
terrible retribution." 

A generation later, in one of the great passaees of British la~1, 
Lord Atkin stated the relevant principle clearly in his famous opinion 
in Liversidr,e v. Anderson, in words direcly applicable to the logic of 
the Compton Report and its attempt to blur the difference between tor
ture and "ill treatment": 

"I know of only one authority, 11 said Lord Atkin, '\rhich might 
justifv the sue3ested method of construction: 'l•lhen I U[;e a 
word,' Hu~pty Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone, 'it means 
just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor less.' 'The 
question is, ~ said Alice, •,vhether you can ake words mean so 
many different things.' 'The question is,' said Humpty Dumpty, 
'which is to be master-- that's all.' g 

No nation that calls itself a democracy can justify a policy of 
internment for its citizens. And so the first step I urge Britain to 
take at once on Ulster is to end the police state policy of intern
ment, and thereby brine back to Ulster the evenhanded justice for 
which Britain has always been renowned. 

WITHDfAvJAL OF B~ITISH TPOOPS 

The second major element of our Con.~xessional Resolution is the call 
for the withdrawal of British forces from Northe:rn It'eland, and the 
institution of appropriate procedures for law enfo~cement and criminal 
justice under local control acceptabl~ to all the parties. 

This provision of our r._esolution produced substantial controversy 
when we introduced it last October. But today, as the unendins killing 
and violence continue, it is also a provision that, I feel, has been 
vindicated by subsequent events. At Londonderry on Bloody Sunday last 
month, thirteen Ulster Catholics, participants in a civil ri3hts 
demonstration, were killed by gunfire from a battalion of British 
paratroops. In light of that appallinr, massacre, can anyone now deny 
that the presence of British troops in Ulster is compounding the 
violence instead of contributine to peace? 

To be sure, \Jhen the troops arrived in 1gE9, they were welcomed as 
protectors by the Catholic minority in many parts of Northern Ireland. 
But in 1972 the affection has turned to hate, the protection has turned 
to violence. The Britis1 army has now become the ominous re resentative 
of Unionist tyranny, the symbol of Protestant supremacy .and oppression 
in Ulster. 

As we know from first hand experience in the United States, military 
forces are not trained police. They do not l(now now to keep the 
peace on a continuin3 daily basis. Inevitably, their presence becomes 
a constant irritant to the local population. On several traeic occasions 
in the Sixties, President Johnson ~as obli3ed to oxder Federal troops 
into American cities to maintain law and order. But always, whether in 
Detroit or Baltimore, in Chicago or tlashington, D. c., the troops were 
deployed to deal with a sudden crisis, and they were removed as soon 
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Today, the British troops in Ulster have become an army of occupa
tion instead of a peace-l~eepine force, anc the explanation is not far 
to seek. For months, the Army weapons searches were aimed at the 
Catholic homes, but they never searched the Protestants. The Army helps 
to maintain the internment policy, but of the hundreds who have been 
detained, there has never been a Protestant. 

In short, thanks in lar;;e part to the British military presenc~, 
life for the minority in Ulster today is one long nightmare of sudden 
arrest, of house-to-house searches, doors broken down, and furniture 
smashed. It is a life of the smell of riot gas in the air, bruises 
from military batons, and wounds from rubber bullets or more deadly 
bullets. It is a life of barbed wire roadblocks in the alleys and 
armored Saracens racing throueh the streets. In the midst of all the 
terror, it is small wonder that the question they ask in Ulster today 
is one that cries~ nls there a li f e before death?" 

If any hope at all remained that the Catholic population in Northern 
Ireland had not yet turned irrevocably aeainst the B!itish troops, if 
any hope remained that the Army mieht aeain become a helpful presence 
in Ulster, that hope -1as destroyed by the escalati.ng military violence 
that culminated in the wanton l~illinss of Bloody Sunday at 
Londonderry -- killings that recalled other cruel and bloody days in 
British history, like the massacres in the Gordon Riots, and at 
Amritstar and Peterloo and Dublin. 

And now, just as the injustice of internment was compounded by the 
torture of the men imprisoned, so the slauehter at Londonderry is 
being compounded by the arbitrary limits on the scope of the inquiry 
being carried out by Lord Widgery . Just as Ulster is Britain's Viet
nam, so Londonderry is Britain's My I.ai, and the killings on Bloody 
Sunday deserve the widest and fullest in·,eti~at:on, in an inquiry 
capable of insuring that snch a tragedy will not recur. 

Cardinal Conway's medical observer at the post-mortems on the vic
tims has already reported that many of those "t<Jho died ·Here shot in the 
back while runnin:; ar,Jay. \..,e also ~<n0\<7, for example, that long before 
the events of Bloody Sunday, the paratroops har earned a reputation 
for unnecessary brutality in troubled Catholic a~eas . Calls were 
raised, even by other A~my units in Ulster, to withdraw the Parachute 
Regiment before a tra3edy occurred . 

Now, the tragedy has happened, and the people deserve to know the 
facts through a full and fair investisation. Yet, the inquiry by 
Lord t'llidgery has the hall;:narl~s o.c our own narrow and ineffective 
investi~ation of My Lai. It is limited in time to the few moments be
tween the beginn1ng of the violence at the demonstration and the end 
of the shooting by the troops . It is limited in space to the streets 
of the Bogside, where the killings took place . Just as at Ny Lai, 
there will perhaps be microscopic scrutiny of the soldiers at the 
scene, but the generals will go free . 

Such limits can insure only one result -- that Lord Wideery's re
port Nill not anc1 cannot be the full account . And so , I hope that, 
rt1hile time remains, B1.j_tain may yet act to expand the scope of the 
inquiry, so t~at at last, in this tragic new chapter in the history of 
Irish bloodshed, the people will know that ~ustice ~1as been done. 

The events of Bloo y Sunday were a watershed for many who have now 
beg1n to advocate the withdrawal of British troops as an essential 
step tm:•7ard res torin~ peace in Ulster. Dr . Co nor Gruis e 0 'Brien, 
for example, whose views against troop withdrawal were widely quoted 
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~ when we introduced our Con3ressional Resolution last fall, is now a 
convert to the cause of such withdrawal. 

Yet, just as the British Government blindly argues that it cannot 
end internment because it would mean the return of the gunmen to the 
streets, so the Government also ar.eues that it cannot withdraw the 
troops because of the bloodbath that would follow. And so, for months, 
we have had a policy that condemns hundreds of innocent men and 
women and children to die in the streets of Londonderry and Belfast and 
the other cities, towns and villages of Northern Ireland, because the 
Governments in London and Belfast fear that even more may die in the 
future if the policy is changed. In other words, to prevent some very 
hypothetical bloodbaths of tomorrow, the leaders of Britain and 
Northern Ireland seek to justify the very real bloodbaths of toclay. 

I believe that policy is wrons, and that the withdrawal of troops 
from Ulster is the most important sin3le step that can now be taken 
by Bxitain to reverse the failure of its Ulster policy. It is the most 
realistic step that can be taken to put Ulster on the road to peace . 
and a solution to the crisis. Only by removing the cruel and con
stant and continuing irritation of British troops can we buy the time 
we need to do all the other thinzs that must be done to extin~uish the 
flames of hate and terror in Northern Ireland. 

As our Conzressional Resolution makes clear, the withdrawal of 
British troops does not mean that the people of Ulster will be without 
adequate procedures for the enforcement of law and order and the 
administration of criminal justice. I believe that entirely appro
priate manpower and machinery to keep the peace can be established by 
the local population, with representation and procedures that are 
fair to the Protestant majority and the Catholic minority alike. 

Our resolution would also be entirely consistent with the use of 
other peacekeepin3 methods, such as an international ryeace force under 
the auspices of theUnited Nations. The essential point is that some 
alternative must be found, and found now, to the presence of British 
troops i~ there is to be any hope of an early enc to the killing and 
violence. As British history in general, and the history of Britain in 
Ireland in particular, make clear, no amount of outside force can 
keep the peace fm: long in Ulster, if the forces of law and order are 
too closely identified wi~h brutality and oppression in the eyes of a 
si3nificant part of the population. The bloody impasse in Northern 
Ireland today can b~ broken only by a clear commitment to British 
troop Ttlithdrat'lal, and that, I hope, will be the essense of whatever 
new initiative that Britain is rumored to be plannins. 

One more point should be made on the question of troop withdrawal. 
For nearly a hundred years, ever since Lord Randolph ChuYchill played 
the abominable Oranee Card against Gladstone in the nineteenth cen
tury, British policy toward Ireland has been paralyzed by fear that 
the Protestants of Ulster will fight to the death to preserve their 
British tie. vfuatever the reality of such fears a hundred years ago 
or even at the time of the Home Rule debate before \>lorld 'ilar I or 
the partition in the Twenties -- I believe those fears are a myth 
today, and the lesson of recent Ulster history tells us why. 

He l~now that the extremists of the IRA failed to capture the hearts 
anc minds of the Catholic minority in their brutal campaien of 1955-CZ. 
They have succeeded now, but only because the peculiar blindness of 
the Ulster Protestant leadership makes it totally resistant to the 
movement for civil rights and the demands of the Catholic minority f or 
legitimate reforms. If the Catholics of the P..epublic of Ireland demon
strate their willin~ness and ability to protect the political, 
economic, and social ri3hts of the Ulster Protestants in a united 
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~ Ireland, the extremists on the Protestant side in the North will never 
succeed in any campaien of violence desiened to play the Orange Card 
today. 

Thanks to the impetus of their new rne-:nbership in the Common Market, 
basic change is already well under way for both Britain and Ireland in 
modern Europe. That is 't-7hy I strongly hope that the Republic of 
Ireland will now begin the process, as Prime Hinister Lynch has so 
eloquently suezested, for eenuine constitutional reform on all the 
3reat issues that divide the North and South, so that Protestants ancl 
Catholics alike may see the most rapid and dramatic progress possible 
toward the reconciliation \·7e know must come. 

In sum, I do not believe that the majority of Ulster Protestants 
are prepared t o plun3e their homeland into c1vil war to preserve the 
British tie. Ulster is not about to commit suicide Nhen the British 
troops withdraw, and the sooner Britain learns that lesson, the sooner 
there will be peace in Ireland. 

DISSOLUTION OF STORMONT 

The third major aspect of oux Congressional Resolution is the call 
for the dissolution of Stormont, the Parliament of Northern Ireland, 
and the institution of direct rule of Ulster f r om Gestminster, the 
Parliament of Great Britain. So lone as Ulster is ruled by Britain, 
it makes no sense to interpose the additional~yer of Stormont be
tween the people and their 30vernment. No other part of Great Britain 
lives today under this sort of arbitrary constitutional device, and 
there is no reason t11hy the people of Ulster must endure it. 

Moreover, apart from the presence of British troops, there is no 
more obvious symbol of the half century of massive tyranny and in
justice in Ulster than the Parliament at Stormont. Throushol.J.t its 
his t ory, the paramount function of Gtormont has been as a tool for the 
oppression of the minority. In recent months, since the beginning of 
internment, Stormont has failed to function as an effective le3isla
ture, because the representatives of the minority have re fused to 
participa t e any longer in the parliamentary charade the Unionists wish 
to play. Stormont is no~ defunct in all but name, and it is time for 
Britain to deliver the coup de 3race. And when that happens, all the 
people of Ulster, Protestant and Catholic alike, will be closer to the 
peace they want. 

UNIFICATION OF IP.ELAND 

The fourth major aspect of our Congressional P.esolution is the call 
for a conference of all the parties to prepare the way for the unifi
cation of Ireland. For countless generations, Irish martyrs have 
spilled their ~lood for the cause of freedom for all of Ireland, and 
the momentum for unification now is much too great to be denied. The 
other reforms I have ureed are important short-run steps, but unifica
tion is the only step that can secure the permanent peace that Ireland 
has soueht throuehout her history. 

The Prime Minister complains about American misunderstandin3 of 
Britain over Ireland. In a weekend interview, he says that vn:ty for 
Ireland . has no more historical or lozical justification than the 
absorption of Portugal by Spain. Surely, that comment shows where 
the misunde~standin3 really lies. It is a eratuitous insult to 
millions of Irish, Spanish, and Portuguese people alike, a remark that 
shm-1s a surprising lack of history and logic in a leade1· of Great 
Britain. 
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e There at-e those who say that some middle ground for Ulster is still • 
a possibility,that unification is not the only road to peace. The 
rumored ne~1 British initiative, they say, may propose a reconstituted 
Stormont, with fresh and more effective assurances of adequate repre
sentation for the minority. 

To me, such proposals would be just another example of years of 
British blindness and delay toward Ulster. Hith Ireland exhausted by 
civil war in the 1920's, partition worked for forty years, but it 
cannot work today. Perhaps, even a few years ago, in the early period 
of the civil rights movement of the Sixties, political and social and 
economic reforms in Ulste:r· and a new approach to Stormont mieht have 
kept the peace, and enabled ~he ma~ority anc minority to live toeether 
as part of the United Kingdom. 

But such steps today \..rould just be more of the "too little and too 
late'' approach that Britain has taken toward Northern Ireland through
out the present crisis. It is not enou3h to end internment, to with
draw the troops, to reconstitute Stormont and the Cabinet, to offer 
massive economic aid, or to adopt all the other reforms proposed in 
years gone by. It is not enou;jh even to redraw the Ulste1 boundary, 
as some have proposed in recent weeks in a desperate and doomed 
attempt to find a formula that will keep some corner of Ulster forever 
British. 

No, the goal of unification is now too close for Ireland to turn 
back. There must be a commitment to unification, to an end to British 
rule in Ireland, to an end to the unnatural partition tmt Britain 
forced on Ireland in the 1920's. If Ian Paisley is willine to contem
plate a united Ireland, can the rest of Ulster be far behind? 

Given the history of partition, the resort today to the Atlee 
Declaration and the talk of a plebicite on self-determination for 
Ulster is a travesty of a noble principle. If there is to be self
determination for Ulster, then why not self-determination for 
Londoncerry and County Tyrone? 

We know the calculated and cynical gerrymander that produced 
Ulster fifty years a~o. The only self-determination applicable today 
is self-determination for all of Ireland, not just for the uncouth 
entity that Britain spawned in the 19?0 8s. Half a century is not 
enoueh to s~amp the Ulster State with any acceptable seal of legiti
macy in the eyes of those who truly believe in self-determination, 
unless there is full a~reement by both the minoYity that is Catholic 
and the maj or:..'-y that is Protestant. 

In closin~, let me affinn a2ain my view that I condemn the terrible 
violence and brutality in Northern Ireland. I condemn the violence of 
the IFA. I condemn the violence of the British troops. I condemn the 
ominous new violence at Aldershot last week and the murderous assault 
on John Taylor, just as I condemn the wanton killings on Bloody Sunday. 
I share the \•lOrds o.( Cardinal Conway, who spoke so eloquently on this 
central issue in his Christmas messa3e last year: 

"To !<ill a man deliberately -- to snuff out an innocent 
life -- is a teLrible deed. The person who can do it is 
already less than a man: some part of his human nature 
has been frozen to death. And this is true, no matter 
who does it, no matter what side he is on." 

But: I also reco3nize that neither urgent protests a~ainst the 
violence nor the use of overwhelming military force to contain it is 
enoush alone to end the crisis. So long as Britain pursues the 
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ou t the present crisis. It is not enou8h to end internment, t o l,\7ith
draw the troops, to reconstitute Stormont and the Cabinet, to offer 
massive economic aid, or to adopt all the other reforms proposed in 
years gone by. It i13 not enou0h even to redraw the U1.stel boundary, 
as some have proposed in recent weeks in a desperate and doomed 
attempt to find a formula that will keep some cornet of Ulster forever 
British. 

No, the goal of unification is now too close for Ireland to turn 
back. There must be a commitment to unification, to an end to British 
rule in Ireland, to an end to the unnatural parti tion tmt Britain 
forced on Ireland in the 1920's. If Ian Paisley is willin~ to contem
plate a united Ireland, can the Lest of Ulste be far behind? 

Given the history of partition, the resort today to the Atlee 
Declaration and the talk of a p1eb i ci t e on self-determination for 
Ulster is a t r avesty of a noble principle. If there is to be self
determination for Ulster, then why not self-determination for 
Londoncerry and County Tyrone? 

t·.!e L{nm.J the calculated and cynical gerrymander that produced 
Ulster fifty years a~o. The only self-determination applicable today 
is self-determination for all of Ireland, not iust for the uncouth 
entity that Britain spawned in th~ 19~08s. Half a century is not 
enough to s~amp the Ulster Stat e with any acceptable seal of legiti
macy in the eyes of those who truly believe in self-determination, 
unless there is full a~reement by both the minority that is Catholic 
and the maj or:"-y that is Protes tant. 

In closin3, let me affinn a2ain my view that I condemn the terrible 
violence and brutality in Northern Ireland. I condemn the violence of 
the IrA. I condemn the violence of the British troops. I condemn the 
ominous new violence at Aldershot last wee~t ana the murderous assault 
on John Taylor, just as I condemn the wanton killings on Bloody Sunday. 
I share the Hor~s 0.( Cardinal Conway, who spoke so eloquently on this 
central issue in his Christmas messa3e last year: 

"To !dl1 a man deliberately -- to snuff out an innocent 
life -- is a telrib1e deed. The person who can do it is 
already less than a man: some part of his human nature 
has been frozen to death. And this is true, no matter 
who does it, no matter what side he is on." 

But I also rec03nize that neither urgent protests a~ainst the 
violence nor the use of overwhe1mine military force to contain it is 
enough alone to end the crisis. So long as Britain pursues the 
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. phantom of military victory over the IP.A in Ulster, 
continue, and the search for peace will be in vain. 
Americans died before we learned that tra3ic lesson 
there can be no excuse for Britain to have to learn 
Ulster. 

the violence will 
Fifty thousand 

in Vietnam, and 
that lesson now in 

In my testimony today, I have attempted to state the principles I 
believe we must pursue to end the violence in Northern Ireland. I 
urge the Committee, the Con3ress and the nation to join the cause of 
peace in Ulster, the cause of Irish unity, the cause of justice and 
freedom. It is time for the Administration to end its policy of 
silence. It is time to speak out aeainst the rising toll of death and 
violence in Northern Ireland. It is time to do all we can to help the 
victims of the traeedy, and to make our ':;OOd offices available to 
mediate the crisis. 

vle lmow the unconscionable price America paid for its months of 
silence over the brutality in Bangladesh. Now, we have an opportunity 
to resume our moral leadership in the world, and to encoura~e men of 
good will everywhere in their efforts to bring a new and more lastine 
peace to all the people of Ireland. 

The eloquent words of Padrai~ Pearse are as relevant today as when 
he spoke them at an Irish hero's erave over half a century aJo: 

"Life springs from death," he said, "and from the sraves 
of patriot men and women spring living nations •••• They 
think that they have pacifi.ed Ireland •••• They think 
that they have provided against everything; but the fools, 
the fools, the fools! •••• Hhile Ireland holds these 
3t'aves, Ireland unfree shall never be at peace. 11 
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